TUTORIAL 2:
Dimension reduction analysis

Intro to OmicsAnalyst
• Web-based platform designed for
data-driven multi-omics integration
and visualization
• Designed to be accessible to bench
scientists rather than bioinformatician
• Integrates well-established
multivariate and univariate statistics
with innovative visual analytics to
support:
• Integrative multi-omics analysis
• Clustering and pattern discovery
• Correlation analysis

Requirements
• Modern browser supporting WebGL.
• Ensure that WebGL is enabled in your browser!
o Go to this page https://get.webgl.org/ to verify your browser supports
WebGL.
o Refer to the FAQs for instructions on how to enable WebGL.

• For the best performance and visualization, use the latest version of
Google Chrome.

Goal for this tutorial
• A challenge for multi-omics analysis is to interpret highly complex and
heterogeneous data without being overwhelmed by it
• Visualizing global patterns and clusters facilitate data interpretation
• Multivariate statistical methods integrate and transform omics data
into dimensionally reduced data points in both feature space and
sample space
• The goal of this tutorial is to:
• Introduce OmicsAnalyst’s tools for visualizing synchronized feature and
sample space (3D Scatter Plot)
• Perform clustering and functional analysis to explore overall patterns and
biological functions
• For a more detailed look at data processing, see Tutorial #1

Dimension reduction + 3D scatter plot
• An overview of this analysis track is:

• To start the tutorial, click

on the homepage

OmicsAnalyst currently supports transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics,
microbiomics, and miRNA data. Human and mouse annotation are supported,
but data from any species can be analyzed without annotation.
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Select 3rd
dataset and
click “Yes”

3
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Select “Try Example”

Click “Proceed”

See options for
different datasets by
changing this menu

If unsure whether the data are already
normalized, click the eye icon to view
boxplots of the data. If the data are not
extremely right skewed, it is generally safe to
assume that they are already normalized.

The main form shows processing parameters that
were used for each dataset. When uploading
data, it is important to correctly specify whether
the data are raw counts or continuous values, as
different data transformations should be used
prior to differential analysis. See the FAQs for
more details on the processing methods.
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Click “Proceed”

The page provides graphics to ensure that the data has been
properly normalized. Since different transformation may be
preferred compared to differential analysis, you can update the
method here. Scaling the datasets so that have comparable
distributions across ‘omics types is recommended.
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Look at the “PCA plot”

See the number of
differential
features from each
dataset. Click the
icon to update
thresholds.
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Click “Proceed”

Change to “Dimension Reduction” tab

Click “Proceed”
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Select “MCIA”

OmicsAnalyst supports four unsupervised dimension reduction
methods, and one supervised one. Select each method from the
drop down menu to read a short description.

This page allows you to refine key tuneable parameters from the selected statistical
method (if any – MCIA does not have any exposed parameters). Sample and feature
space plots are provided to help determine whether the parameters should be changed.
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View other plots

Click “Proceed”
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Overall visual settings that
modify the background
environment of the scatter
plots. It is possible to apply
modification to both main and
inset view

Scatter viewer presents results from
multivariate statistical analysis in the form
of synchronized view of sample and feature
space. In MCIA plots, the shorter the
distance connecting two features, the more
similar they are

Identify differential features
separating selected groups
from “Overall Pattern” panel
Colour sample space based on meta-data
group or ’omics type, or define groups
automatically by performing cluster analysis.
Select groups here to perform statistical
contrasts in the top right panel (won’t work
for ‘omics type groups).

Small version of the feature
space plot (loading scores)

Click a sample or feature to
see more info here

Perform functional analysis on the
significant features identified from the
“Comparison Test”. Enrichment analysis
is one on one ‘omics type at a time.

Change to “Biplot”
to view samples
and key features
together.

Download highres images
Select the ‘omics
type to highlight in
the feature plot.

Scatter Plot Tools
•

Change highlight colour

•

Reset plot view

•

Rotate view on click

•

Drag view on click

•

Zoom in

•

Zoom out

•

Switch inset and main view

•

Remove inset view

•

Start rotating motion

•

Highlight seed nodes

Use these options to
customize the
appearance of nodes
and edges
Highlight custom
batches of features, or
change the appearance
of spheres within the
loading plot

There are many options to customize the
view of the 3D scatter plot. Not described in
the blue boxes is the ability to customize
the view of specific groups of nodes. Click
the pencil icon in the “Overall Pattern”
panel to see the options.

Change to “Condition” and click “Submit”
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Remove inset
and zoom in
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Select two groups and
click the pencil icon to
change their
appearance
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Change the ”Boundary”
option to “Contour” and
change the colour for
each selected group.
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Here, we select two
experimental conditions and
show how to highlight their
location in the scatter plot.
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Click on “Submit” to
perform differential
analysis between the
selected groups. Notice
that we select one
‘omics type at a time.
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The “Comparison Test” panel can
be used to detect features with
statistically significant differences
between the selected sample
groups. These features can be
analyzed at the pathway-level using
the “Enrichment Analysis” panel
below.

Click on “Submit” to
perform enrichment
analysis on the
differential features
above. Try out several
different databases.

Change view to “Biplot”
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1

Click “Submit”

Use the “Biplot View” to overlay key
features on top of the sample space.
Features to display are selected
based on the statistical contrasts
performed during initial data
processing.

THE END
For more information, visit the FAQs, Tutorials, Resources
and Contact pages on www.omicsanalyst.ca

